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Thinking about buying a pet rabbit? Want to learn how to raise a healthy and happy bunny?Written

specifically for the pet rabbit owner, this book is your 1st step towards caring for and understanding

your bunny. Make sure you can handle the responsibilities that come with pet rabbit care!Full of

facts that every bunny parent should know, if your rabbit could talk they would ask you to read this

book. The Everything Pet Rabbit Handbook covers all your rabbit-knowledge needs inÃ‚Â an easy

to understand format with color photos and helpful information that you can put to use immediately!

Information is presented for both USA and the UK.Get your questions answered with in-depth

information on:Bunny Basics:Is a rabbit a good pet for me?What equipment do I need for a pet

rabbit?What should I feed a bunny to keep them healthy and ensure a long life?Finding Your Perfect

Rabbit:What should I look for in a rabbit?What breeds make good pets?Where can I buy/ adopt a

rabbit?What should I do to check the health and wellness of a rabbit before bringing them

home?Life with Your Bunny:How do I bunny-proof my house?How should I handle my rabbit?How

do I groom my rabbit?How do I introduce my new bunny to my family and kids?Health, Wellness, &

Training:What about vet visits?What signs of illness should I look out for?How do I perform my own

rabbit health-checks?How can I tell what my bunny is thinking? (Rabbit body language)What should

I do if my rabbit bites?How do you litter box train a rabbit?And so much more!If you want to truly

enjoy owning and interacting with your rabbit this is a must-read book. Also included is a

recommended rabbit breed list (with descriptions), how to get involved in clubs and other

rabbit-related groups, and TONS of useful tips and tricks that will ensure you have a happy and

successful relationship with your rabbit.Your book also comes with free downloads from

EverythingRabbit.com, which includes a health checklist, chores checklist (great for kids!), and a

how-to guide for building your own transport cage.Don't put off expanding your bunny-knowledge,

get this book and take the first step today!
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I really liked how basic the information was and how easy it was to learn EVERYTHING about

caring for your rabbit and to make sure it lives happily, and healthy.One part in the book I noticed

was that it said you could have a cage with a wire bottom which is not true. Cages with wire bottoms

with give your rabbit sore hocks (like blisters all over your foot). How would you like to walk around

with your foot covered with blisters on a HARD surface? It wouldn't feel good so that SHOULD NOT

EVER be recommended.This book is very short (like 100-120 pages on Kindle) and only took me an

hour to read and told you everything about rabbits and just told you the facts and didn't give you like

5 pages of details on how to feed your rabbit which I liked, it said the facts and gave you helpful tips

but didn't spout nonsense that everyone would just skip over.I got this book for $5.44 on Kindle and

it was definitely worth it and I would totally recommend this book to others seeking basic facts about

everything rabbit.

I was so excited to find and read this book! I've been debating on buying a bunny for my son for

Christmas and this book has helped me to make the right decision, yes! It provided me with all the

knowledge and details and items to buy. And best of all litter box training guideline and a chore list! I

can't wait to welcome our new pet into our family!

Pretty good, well rounded and useful, practical information for those new to rabbit-handling. I aSo

like that there's a link to a website with more tips and resources as well as a forum.A few more

pictures or would have been useful, for instance, when discussing grooming, which is such an

essential part of living with a rabbit.I recommend this book as a good, clear starting guide. Worth the



money.

The book has good information, but could not be considered comprehensive, in my opinion. I would

like to have seen further information on interpreting rabbits' behaviors and tips on training a rabbit.

As I actually found my rabbit, who I suspect was abandoned, I know nothing about how to train her.

I bought this book for my 8 year old daughter for her birthday. I wanted her to read about all the

responsibly that comes with a pet rabbit before we bought her one. She and I both loved reading

this book. It is very inquisitive and easy to read.I found answers to all my questions and

concerns.We did get a floppy ear rabbit name Pudding. ;)

An ok book. Found one helpful hint. A diet using pellets is not a good plan. I've had two small animal

or exotic pet vets tell me greens and Timothy hay only! My rabbits do just fine without those pellets.

Thought this was a great book - this gal really is into bunnies! She adds humor so its somewhat

enjoyable - highly recommend.

This is a wonderful, informative book. Sadly, it convinced me not to try to keep a house rabbit. It will

chew anything made of wood.
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